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Title: Using Executable Visual Modeling in 

a Practical Application of Integrating Two Systems

Abstract Number: SD13015

This topic is a case study demonstrating how visual modeling using UML (Unified Modeling Language) is 

applied in developing a system (including a system of systems) more efficiently and effectively. The intent 

is that the attendees will receive some key takeaways about visual modeling, especially in the value of 

executable models for any system, including software systems. An example is focused upon to better 

enable the information to be presented within the allotted time constraints of the presentation period. The 

specific tool may be of a few that are on the market, although a discussion of those tools could easily be a 

presentation on their own. Further details can be given in a future chapter meeting or tutorial if there is 

sufficient interest in doing this.
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This presentation describes, in the context of an example:

Why use visual modeling?

  

What UML (Unified Modeling Language) elements are essential for modeling systems?

  

Why are UCs (Use Cases) important?

  

Why is an executable model essential for specifying interfaces?

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1. Why use visual modeling?

  Visual modeling is a natural way to think – in pictures.

  The relationship of the system with its environment can be easily observed.

  The relationships of the components (parts or systems) of the system  are clarified.  

  The interactions of the system with the environment are well defined.  

  The interactions of the system components are clarified  

  The behavior of the system and the role of its components in that behavior are captured. 
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An Application of Visual Modeling

  

The practical application was for a successful collaborative project between systems from two companies by 

using an executable model of the resulting system of systems which included the systems' environments 

(humans) in the model.

The modeling with UML diagrams provided an early view of the whole system of systems, the relationships 

between the systems, and the complete specification of the interface dynamic protocols for the interactions 

in a manner that was understood by management and engineers of both companies. Since that time, such 

methods have permeated the practice of systems engineering to some extent (albeit not enough in the 

author's experience with several system development efforts). 

 [show CSD picture next]
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Diagram of the SoS Application
The primary existing elevator control system scenario is for a passenger 

requesting an elevator and the elevator replying  – with a specific allocated 
elevator.

The primary existing security system scenario (shown in red) is kicked off by a 
message requesting a security verification and the security system replying  – 
recognized person. 

The primary new scenario is kicked-off by a message (shown in red) from an 
elevator passenger to the security system requesting a security verification. If 
the passenger is verified, the security system (after sending the normal reply to 
the passenger) sends an elevator request to the elevator control system via the 
SoS interface. The elevator replies to the passenger the same as for the 
elevator primary scenario (above)  – with a specific allocated elevator. 
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2. What UML (Unified Modeling Language) elements are essential for modeling systems?

  CSD  (Composite Structure Diagram), 

  SqD (Sequence Diagram {of messages}) and,

  StD (State Diagram).

The UML diagrams were used to show visually the system in its environment.

A CSD  (Composite Structure Diagram) shows the structure of the system, and can be used to show the 

essential structure of the environment from the view of the system – much like a context diagram.[show 

example]

A SqD (Sequence Diagram {of messages}) captures the behavior of the objects of a system with other objects, 

both with the environment outside of the system and with the components inside of the system. [show 

example]

A StD (State Diagram) encapsulates the operational capabilities of a system (and its components) in its various 

states of operation and can easily be used to define the system modes. [describe an example] 
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Why are UCs (Use Cases) important?

  UCs Scope the system – the system boundary/ responsibilities/ environment are defined.

  A UC is a means of communicating between stakeholders.

  UCs aid in planning an incremental system development process.

  UCs allow tracking of the system development progress – incrementally and adaptively.

UCs Scope the system – the system boundary/ responsibilities/ environment are defined.

A UC is a means of communicating between stakeholders.

UCs aid in planning an incremental system development process.

UCs allow tracking of the system development progress – incrementally and adaptively.

[Illustrate with a picture? Or just mention and move on?]

There is not sufficient time in this short session to elaborate on Use Cases. However, with more time we could 

see how to capture the UCs (Use Cases) and their relationships with their environments by extracting the 

information from the customer. Further, how to construct UC descriptions that include:

the interactions with their environments, 

capture in a Use Case Diagram the system and its environment, 

and show the realization of the UCs with their sequence diagrams and Statecharts.

 And moreover UCs provide how management and the customer a means of planning a visible tracking of an 

increment development process which adapts to the unexpected new information that comes to light during 

development phases. This approach does require a paradigm shift for many stakeholders in the system 

development.
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Why is an executable model essential for specifying interfaces?

  Execution of a model (a type of simulation) provides improved communication of requirements between all 

stakeholders.

  Construction of the model enables grouping the interfacing functions.

  Construction of the model defines the dynamic interface protocols - enhancing the separation of concerns for 

the system as a whole and for the components of the system.

The UML model was not just drawings – it was UML diagrams in a tool which was used to prove the model 

to be correct and complete by executing the model -- with visual cues of the execution –  leading to clear 

and correct interface specifications for all systems. The described development process illustrates how to 

communicate the architecture during the front end of the project with visual modeling to communicate the 

system functionality and the interactions between the two systems, including modeling of the humans using 

the new integrated system.

For example, a desired SqD, as agreed to by the stakeholders, can be entered into the tool in a very early stage of 

development. Then, as the executable model is developed, the tool generates a corresponding SqD for 

behavior of the model. Further, the tool compares the generated SqD with the desired SqD , and outputs the 

differences, if any. This allow proof that the model behaves as desired by the customer/ stakeholder. 

It is no trivial task to develop such models, but much cheaper and faster than iterating on the real system at later 

stage in development, especially with ill defined behaviors from static specification of interfaces (without 

specifying the protocols for each behavior ahead of developing a system).
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Diagram of the SoS Application
The primary existing elevator control system scenario is for a passenger 

requesting an elevator and the elevator replying  – with a specific allocated 
elevator.

The primary existing security system scenario (shown in red) is kicked off by a 
message requesting a security verification and the security system replying  – 
recognized person. 

The primary new scenario is kicked-off by a message (shown in red) from an 
elevator passenger to the security system requesting a security verification. If 
the passenger is verified, the security system (after sending the normal reply to 
the passenger) sends an elevator request to the elevator control system via the 
SoS interface. The elevator replies to the passenger the same as for the 
elevator primary scenario (above)  – with a specific allocated elevator. 
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This presentation describes, in the context of an example:
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